RPF guide advance; swift retreat of RGF
- RPF zone - empty - people concentrated in camps, being screened for those who committed atrocities
- Govt zone - vast of refugees leaving after looting + RPF advance
- Confusion in Govt zone. (sell-opposite spot in Govt zone, where word beyond 65% buffer)

Humanitarian Ops have started in RPF areas
- Most (75%+) under heavy shelling, RPF area, + action taken to secure to RPF personnel

- Under humanitarian support in RPF areas (camps of 20,000-30,000)

- Great need for humanitarian ops. Where we consider major effort

- 1.5-2.0 mln = internally displaced - mainly in RPF

- 200,000 - refugees mainly Tutsi, but also in Bu/Kone - getting aid

- Most folks @ risk = DPs in control part of RGF areas

RPF in 1986...
Deployment Plan
- any 35 observers deployed, others could not deploy b/c not able to deploy safely or with a role to play. It was task for UN to protect.

Task: secure threatened people + help in humanitarian.
- concept needs to adapt to war which we have no control
- go, stop as much as possible to save lives.

Besides agreed to cooperate + to deployment of mission.

Airport in Kigali in RPF hands of last 10 days - can't give away but will share when secured immediately permitted.
- in artillery range + possibly mortar (5 shells last night)
- armored (but not desirable) capability
- airport occupied

Please I need to happen soon. Except needs to be fine tuned +
- deployment adjusted
- security in Kigali. Needs less b/c same DS have moved with RPF to Kigali
- airport seized by RPF - only need 1 coy @ airport
- 1-2 coy - go outside to secure area (20,000 is somewhere)
- sending coy 1st waves - improvement of got among Gendarmerie. Must try to see how f flat will read.
- face Juan, thanks to can go. if FRA have vital topics.
Phase I + II: commitment by Fri (or delay)

Can't come into Kagali' (via Dar to Burundi or Uganda) = trouble

1 week, both (delay)
1 retrans 1 short term 1 cr using observers

If not? 

Humanitarian effort has to happen in context of CR
If possible, use of the deployment if possible could have no

Agreed to fully flexible - we don't know what's going to happen

Deployment
Kagali can't take it all by mid-
Have contact of part of team in town, have food/fuel contact
can use Entebbe + figure out 1-2 weeks' worth 1 car, may

Zaire too unstable, hard to get fuel - could use of necessity

Phase: I + II: have to come from 2 entry pts: Kagali + Uganda, Burundi

1 week to get 52 troops - Colby

A BEF is 2 hours flying away

Looking @ log bases outside Burundi until safe (Uganda etc.)

If we use Uganda as base, let limit be 1,000

Troop availability, equipment

2/33 under

Clinton Library Photocopy - No ACS
Italy. Netherland = adding C130s to Canadian plane
Canada likely to give commercial is squan
Basic. may provide helicopter cog. + strategic airlift

Key element: ceasefire or not.
-RPF not likely to occupy whole country. Want to de-escalate first.

Scenario
- Ceasefire likely to open things; people may begin to move back.
  Humanitarian situation possible.

Scenario 2
- If fighting continues ("unlikely") = v. difficult + we have to judge
  what we do. (eg., do we begin our 5th plan)

Very difficult to have precise clarity on op. plan.

Step 1: Peace concept?
Step 2: Ceasefire?
- Kizia: killings must stop; RPF must demonstrate commitment to end killings
  - quieuement: PUF RUF/RPF ceasefire
  - Radio incitements must stop + tell people to stop killing + will punish offenders
  - clear up relations

Note: Peace III - not guaranteed on ceasefire, but Peace IV is

Step 1: What we face + get plans + steps
safe zones - UN protect or create where DP are congregated
- Those actively under attack?
- UN presence may give the courage to stay with the sick
- safe haven
- whatever

- no
- doesn't want to be tied into any particular area

Step 2: we don't want to pinpoint any spot

Do we want to est. safe areas where it's already safe (Step 2: yes)?
- do we want to go if we're away & create safe areas (as Squards)? (No)

We can't wait for C/F. Can't retain credibility. Our approach: deploy.

Keep - CF of procurement of deployment. Can do what we've done in Lebanon.

- guarantee we can do much more.

- go where threatened people are.

Phase I + II - consider doen't matter.

Phase III - next steps depend heavily on CF.

Need consent/cooperation of force [handwritten]
UN --- not going to take beam on + stop killing

Iraq: No intent to plan offensive operation; we can't do it

Report - last to go clear: on Cl. 6, operate in Cl. VIII surround

At immediate risk: estimated 150,000 +

Headlines objectives: stay, support, long term

Report - mandate limited

Jewish discontent: when do we say isn't country has done enough + people can carry on

[60 AIDs in Somalia] -- Disease
Get spare,屑 for + manpower in Somalia from Europe

N.S. - Lease